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TAGON^tata

F.F.F.       I
\F.m.


GONGON=bubu       DJADJA ^njanjan
i
bubu-
--GONGON
F.F.B.
F.F.
F.m.
F.F.sis.

>or<F.F.


>or<F.F.

Similar to the children
of F.F.=F.m.
 Terms depend on the resi-
dence of the person or on
the superceding affinal
relationships

PAPA— mama
F.B.>F.                C
APA
1AJA}
\
^ mma      agu-
(ama)      F.sis
m.     >or<.
F.
= TCHINPA P'APA^tewen
F.B.<F. }
Similar to the chil-
dren of F.=m.


Similar to the children of F. =m.
GAGA=a$ao tziao^TZIAOFU E&O
B.>EGO       tziao       (GAGA)
sis.>EGO
 meme=DIDI    DIDI-asao
(MEFU)     B.<EGO
sis.<EGO
All the relatives of descending grade are called by their personal name or
by simple numbers.
Terms for males in capitals ; for females in small type : » for marriage
bond, F. for father, m. for mother, B. for brother and sis. for sister, > for
elder and < for younger, () for the terms recently introduced*
tion in the household work and in other social functions,
privileges and duties has been shown in above description.
(b) Distinction of kinship grade : 1 The differentiation of
social obligations and privileges according to kinship grade fa
well expressed in kinship sociology. The grandfather, for
instance, does not exercise authority very often m the father
over the child but very frequently indulges him and acts m
mediator between the father and son. The grandson fats no
specific economic obligation towards his grandfather so long
as his father is living. But the terms for male rd&tives of the
second and third ascending grade, except father's fiUfaor, turn*
the same root, GON ; TA being a modifier meaniiig gmft. •
In fact, the term TAGON is very seldom used ia direct
i Kinship grade, following Rayraoiwi Firdi,
the sense that " the former implies a J^
birth; the latter is of the sociobgical order, based tipou
We the Tikopia, p. 248.

